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Abstract
The First International Workshop on Modeling, Learning and Mining for Cross/Multilin-
guality (MultiLingMine) was held in conjunction with the 2016 European Conference on
Information Retrieval (ECIR), in Padua, Italy. This report presents an overview of the
motivations and objectives underlying the establishment of this workshop. It also provides
a summary of the contributing papers and of the main research topics and trends discussed
among the participants.
1 Introduction
The increasing availability of text information coded in many different languages has led to a
new phenomenon of multilingual information overload. Thanks also to the growing popular-
ity of tools that are designed for collaboratively editing through contributors across the world,
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there is an increasing demand for methods capable of effectively and efficiently searching,
retrieving, managing and mining different language-written document collections. This has
posed new challenges to modern information retrieval and mining systems in order to discover
and exchange knowledge at a larger world-wide scale. These challenges correspond to a num-
ber of novel research questions that include (but are not limited to) the following: How can
we define a translation-independent representation of the documents across many languages?
Can existing solutions for comparable corpora be enhanced to deal with multiple languages
without depending on bilingual dictionaries or incurring bias in merging language-specific
results? How can we profitably exploit knowledge bases to enable translation-independent
preserving and unveiling of content semantics? How can we define proper indexing structures
and multidimensional data structures to better capture the multi-topic and/or multi-aspect
nature of the documents in a multilingual context? How can we detect duplicate/redundant
information among different languages or, conversely, novelty in the produced information?
How can we enrich and update multi-lingual knowledge bases from documents? How can we
exploit multi-lingual knowledge bases for question answering? How can we extend stochastic
models (e.g., topic models, expert finding, language models) to deal with cross/multilingual
documents? How can we evaluate and visualize multilingual and multimodal retrieval and
mining results?
The above constitute key motivations for the First International Workshop on Modeling,
Learning and Mining for Cross/Multilinguality (MultiLingMine), which was held in conjunc-
tion with the 38th European Conference on Information Retrieval (ECIR) in Padua, Italy,
on March 20, 2016. The original mission of this workshop was to establish a venue to dis-
cuss research advances in cross/multilingual retrieval and mining, with a particular emphasis
on theoretical and experimental on-going works about novel representation models, learning
algorithms, and knowledge-based methodologies for emerging trends and applications.
2 Keynote
The workshop hosted a keynote, given by prof. Nicola Ferro (University of Padua, Italy),
focusing on multilingual information access and relating challenges in the evaluation of multi-
lingual corpora. In his talk, Ferro discussed the growing interrelation between multilinguality
and multimediality in today web-based systems, and how both represent key concerns for
multilingual information access. He in fact pointed out that multilingual information access
is a multimedia concern, and that text is the primary enabler for multilingual information
access. Multilingual and multimedia information systems are increasingly complex: they
need to satisfy diverse user needs and support challenging tasks. Their development calls for
proper evaluation methodologies to ensure that they meet the expected user requirements
and provide the desired effectiveness. Large-scale world-wide experimental evaluations pro-
vide fundamental contributions to the advancement of state-of-the-art techniques through
common evaluation procedures, regular and systematic evaluation cycles, comparison and
benchmarking of the adopted approaches, and spreading of knowledge [15].
Ferro introduced the base challenges and approaches to multilingual information access,
including possible cross-lingual and multilingual IR frameworks (based on translation at
query, document, or both levels). He then discussed what performance trends emerge from
several years of evaluation at CLEF, the European forum for multilingual and multimodal
information access evaluation. He raised the importance of standard practices for the sake
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Figure 1: Wordcloud of titles and abstracts of the papers accepted at MultiLingMine 2016.
of comparability of the systems under evaluation, then he showed interesting statistics about
how monolingual and bilingual systems behaved over the last few years.
3 Highlights from the accepted paper presentations
The workshop received ten submissions, of which six papers were selected through a pee-
review process which involved a Program Committee comprised of twenty research scholars,
coming from different countries and widely recognized as experts in cross/multi-lingual in-
formation retrieval.
Figure 1 shows a wordcloud of the most representative (stemmed) terms occurring in title
and abstract of the accepted papers. We observe how the contributing works mainly covered
the following research themes:
• translation-independent representation models,
• cross-lingual analysis via translation models,
• ontology-driven approaches (with application to disease symptom identification),
• improvement in the analysis of poor-resource languages (specifically, Catalan and Latin),
• cross-script question answering,
• discourse segmentation,
• multilingual expertise finding,
• evaluation of cross-lingual analysis.
The accepted papers can broadly be organized according to two main trends: approaches
that leverage translation models [4, 3] and approaches that introduce translation-independent
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representations [5, 1, 10, 2] in order to deal with language heterogeneity. Some of the contri-
butions also underline how multilingual analysis can support the investigation of resource-
scarce languages [3]. It is also clear that classic information retrieval tasks, such as question
answering and discourse segmentation, need to be revised for multilingual document collec-
tions [1, 3]. In the following we provide a summary of each of the contributing papers.
In [5], Ferrando et al. propose an ontology-rich approach to the identification and trans-
lation of disease symptoms in running text. At the heart of the approach lies a methodology
which combines a knowledge-rich method for multilingual text classification (MOoD-TC)
with a very large multilingual knowledge base (BabelNet [12]). The methodology proposed
by Ferrando et al. features no requirement of training examples to build the classification
model.
Llorens-Salvador and Delany present a feature extraction method for the task of cross-
language author identification [10]. This method expands traditional bag-of-word (BOW)
features with fragments and BOW of fixed size that are sampled from a portion of the
document. The new representation space, at the end, is built on language-agnostic features
that demonstrate to improve the final classification task. The various reviewers agreed on the
fact that the use of language-agnostic features constitutes an interesting and novel direction
in the context of cross-language classification.
Esfahani et al. address the problem of expert retrieval in the multilingual context [4]. A
major contribution of this work lies in a cross-feeding of information between the multilingual
information retrieval and the expert retrieval task. The multilingual documents of an expert
are translated into the query language and then a ranking is produced based on the similarity
between query and documents. Translation-based techniques are used to have a common
representation space for the collection of documents. The use of translation tools allow to
address domain specific disambiguation exploiting the fact that experts usually concentrate
their activities on a particular topic.
The problem of resource-scarce language analysis is addressed in [3]. In this work, Cunha
et al. propose a new technique to discourse segmentation for texts in Spanish to Catalan. An
automatic discourse parser is developed based on rhetorical structure theory and translation
rules between Spanish and Catalan. Evaluation on a novel Catalan dataset shows significant
improvements over two baselines.
The work presented by Brodic´ et al. [2] introduces an approach for discriminating texts
written in Latin from texts written in Italian, by combining feature engineering and clustering
methods. An input text is transformed into a uniformly coded text, then eleven features are
extracted for each text and a clustering method is applied to obtain a classification of the
documents.
Banerjee et al. focus on question answering in a multilingual context [1]. The reference
scenario the authors envisage is the development of question answering system capable to
process questions posed in a mixed language and to retrieve answers from documents still
written in the same mixed language setting. The proposed approach refers to an application
in which Bengali speakers provide queries mixing their native language with English. Main
contributions of this work include an encoding scheme, a public dataset, and an evaluation
measure.
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4 Panel discussion
The workshop finally hosted a 40 minute session which was devoted to a discussion among
participants (above 30) concerning hot trends, open questions and challenges in cross/multilin-
gual information retrieval.
Most participants first recognized the need for investing more in research on the devel-
opment of suitable representations for multilingual corpora. On the one hand, there is a
need for multidimensional data structures to embed and model information from different
views/aspects/modes that are often present in (relatively long) documents, such as tensor
models and decompositions [14, 9]: extending such existing methods to deal with multilin-
gual documents is clearly made further difficult by the language heterogeneity. To cope with
this issue, in literature, some works propose to use knowledge-based strategies in order to
constitute a common representation space [14, 13, 7, 6]. On the other hand, the audience
agreed that great opportunities also come from deep learning approaches combined with
word embedding representation models: in this respect, some interesting suggestions were
given that consider the application of the above approaches to handle (groups of) language
semantic spaces [8].
Also related to the modeling aspect in cross/multilinguality is how to cope with mul-
tilingual corpora, and cross-lingual applications, in which there is an interleaving of us-
age of two or more languages within a reference language (e.g., usage of English terms in
Latin language). Yet, the audience acknowledged the importance of using different models
and learning methods depending on the length of the multilingual documents, which opens
novel directions to the analysis of relatively long versus short and/or noisy text data. This
makes sense not only in various web-based environments (e.g., encyclopaedic corpora versus
microblogs) but also in more general, Internet-based contexts, such as mobile device envi-
ronments. Another important point that stands up from the discussion is how to adapt (or
extend) learning tools like topic models to a multilingual or cross-lingual scenario [11, 16, 17].
The point here is how to design more flexible statistical generative models without the ne-
cessity to have topic models customized for a specific number of languages.
Last but not least there was a discussion focused on the evaluation aspect. Particularly,
the workshop attendees raised the need for building benchmarks of multilingual corpora
to enable a controlled, repeatability/reproducibility-aware evaluation of various tasks of in-
terest, including multilingual text summarization, question answering, document indexing,
plagiarism detection and sentiment analysis.
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